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Abstract 

A novel mufti-v scanning interferometer is described. An air turbine driven scanning rotating grating 
wheel is used to produce > 30 distinct spatial channels In four eonr-spaced views of the H-l plasma. The 
interferometer signals, derived from just three detectors, are multiplexed in tune with a resolution of - 1 ms. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Here is described a novel scanning, heterodyne iiiierferoaieter which em 

scanning and frequency shifting element [1]. The probing laser beam is reflected through a fan of discrete 
scan angles from the grating surface allowing samplmg of te plasma over a range of duTereM 
and impact radii Signals from different postions are multiplexed in time so that spatial resolution is obtained 
at die expense of time resolution. 

The H-l flexible Mine cunently under conshuction at the AJI.U. is a helical axis steDara^ 
unhindered viewing access to the poloidal cross section of the plasma. This feature has motivated the design 
of an interferometer system which, within die anticipated resource constraints, posesses a truly tomographic 
capability. This is most important given me distorted "bean" shaped plasma cross-sections typically produced 
in such a device and die large range of magnetic configurations accessible. The scanning rotating grating is 
ideally suited to this application, ctferingMghscm rates and excdlem spatial restf 
and hardware resources. The design and performance of the grating/turbine assembly are discussed in [1]. 

2. THE INTERFEROMETER 
Figure 1 shows one of seven! conceptual arrangements for die interferometer which are currently being 

assessed. The optical system has been modelled using a geometric ray (race code. The optics, including 
grating/turbine are to be mounted in a vertical plane on a solid granite slab. A finite elements analysis 
confirms die excellent mechanical and thennal properties of die granite table. Bodi horizontal and vertical 
views are of Michebon configuration, widi die probing beams in each case executing a double pass of die 
rotating grating (twice die Doppler shift). The incident and return beams are separated using polarizing optics 
[2J. To minimize losses, reflecting components are used wherever possible. 

A reference signal for die horizontal arm is taken from a point on die grating diametrically opposite die 
horizontal source position. A similar reference for die vertical arm is not shown, though, in principle, it is 
necessary only if die wheel rotation speed 0 changes significandy in a wheel rotation. Also not shown in die 
diagram are die local oscillator arms derived from die unshifted laser radiation. 

The return optics (curved reflecting minors) inside die vacuum vessel must be mounted on die magnetic 
coil support structure (CSS) independent of die main interferometer and so are a possible source of spurious 
phase shift. This may necessitate die installation of a vibration monitor. However, computer models of the 
electromagnetic deflections in die CSS indicate maximum displacements of S0.3 mm [3]. These movements 
are expected to be reproducible and of low frequency and so could be subtracted in die post processing of die 
interferometer signal*. Note tint die internal, curved reflating mirrors shown in Fig. 1 could be replaced by 
an array of comer cube reflectors. This would significantly reduce alignment difficulties but at die expense of 
power received by die detector. 



Two diagonal views Dissecting the vertical and horizontal scans are generated using optics mounted on a 
separate rigid support somxoding the plasma and attached to the CSS. The source radiation is obtained by 
sampling some portion of the vertical beam power. These views form Mach-Zehnder interferometers (single 
pan) and so require a separate reference detector not shown in Fig. 1. The entire probe beam is collected by 
each detector (rather dun shared by an army) ensuring adequate signal to noise even for many more than four 
dnonct views. The number of atlarnahk views of die plasma is limited only by die logistics of positioning 
M O IDttlllaUIUlKC aallMttTlffflt Oi tnC V4WIOIIS ODOCSl COtnPQflfffltt. 

Figure 1: PropoMd faitamftranater amngament for dw H-l hattac. Local oicillator armc am not ihown. The axae art 
mated in centtintnti and tht origin is the emu* of dw vnrawn venal. Th» wlid sonare repraacnti dm main poloidel 
arid coil and the shaded "ban" dw plamia ration. Kay: D-detacton; PR - polarization tramforming refledon; G -
rotating lemning grating. 

3 . TOMOGRAPHIC CAPABILITY 

Consiant density surface! in die low beta, current-free H-l plasmas should conform closely wilh the shape 



of computed vacuum magnetic flux surfaces. This has already been confirmed using ' n r ™ probes on 
the prototype hdiac device SHEILA [4]. An analytically invenible transformation between "straight field 
fine" or flux coordinates and laboratory coordinates has been invented [5] to allow testing of die proposed 
interferometer tomographic capability. The tnnsronnaaon in its simplest form has four adjustable parameters 
which can be extracted from a least squares fit to the computed magnetic surfaces. Using this transformation, 
a two-dimensional Gaussian density distribution • ( r t , 6 ) = txpl-R7/tr2) (a = 0.6) in the flux coordinate 
domain \R\£1 maps onto the distribution i>(r,B) ( | r |£ 1) computed for die standard H- l configuration 
and shown in the line contour plot of Fig. 2. This type of density distribution models well die measured 
equilibrium density profiles in die SHEILA device [61. 
Expanding j> as a Fourier series 

Figure 2: Contour plot of die soorce distribution ^ described in the text (solid lines). The broken confoois represent the 
approximation to i> obtained by removing all higher angular harmonics than 1 = 4. 

« X r , ^ - £ / / ( r ) e s p ( i » ) (1) 
i—-

allows retrieval of trie angular harmonic componentt / , ( r ) and hence an estimate of the relative energy content 
Ei/Ej where 

EIS£jMr)\2rdr (2) 
and E+ is the total energy. This rat* J has been computed for the distribution V and is plotted in Fig. 3 in 
histogram form for / = 1 to / = 7. 

The energy in componentt / 2 4 is quite small, suggesting duu a four view tomography system should be 
capable of encoding V without serious loss of definition or risk of aliasing comammation [7]. Note that the 
1*4 component is retrievable by die H-l four view system due to its favourable orientation with respect to 
die chosen viewing angles. 

Unfortunately, however, the higher angular harmonics significantly influence the shape of the outer, iower 
density contours. This can be seen upon comparing 1> with its filtered <l S 4) approximation shown as the 
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of die distribuHon •}, significant improvements in range fidelity 
of views to six. Hie relative improvement thereafter, however. 

where ^ is the filmed «V and f is die i 
can be oh lined by increasinf die 
bfjfflBifs increasmgly less significant. 

Initially only die vertical and horiaoin^ Indus 
ewe, / > 2 features win alias containinaie die reconsuueuon <mtess strong a prtorkoitMUiiMs are imposed. 
Orje pcesible approach for uV extraction of 2*D information in tlrir ratf is tft wff ffwnJimwft fnwofjy tfrhnjowft 
lo recover an image on n pixel grid which conforms to die shape of die vacuum float turf aces. This technique 
is currently being investigated. Anodnr possibility is to use die ebnvementioned trsnsfonnation to peform 
an Abel inversion of die now distorted line integrals for a density distribution which is atsomed circularly 
symmetric in flux coonfinasss. 

Adequate sampling wiuun a view is also of impormnce for die fidelity of the tomographic reconstruction. 
Assume that 4> is effectively bandlimited in die sense diss energy in die spectrum above some spatial cutoff 
frequency or wavenumber tf 0 can be neglected. Adjacent channels widiin a view should then be sufficiently 
doss (separation A*) to satisfy die Nyojuist criterion A* = #/*<>. Unfbrnwsnely, it it not always possible to 
anticipate K0 or indeed to provide sufficknt channels in die event dnt K0 is known. 

A major feature of die proposed interferometer is diet die views ctttined are naturally bandHmiied by 
diffraction to approximately half die sampling frequency widrin die view, iireapsctive of die natural bandhmlt 
K0. Aliasing contamination is d m avoided even when As > w/K0. To tee tfus, note tint waverront 
perturbations of wavenumber K * 2»/A diffiract at a rate greater dun die nature! Gaussian beam divergence 



60it whenever \ <W where W is the probing beam diameter. For propagation distances greater than a 
Rayleigh length z >zK from the denary perturbation, wavefront irregularities for which K • / C n > 2/W 
have been effectively lost from the beam. Propagation has caused the density information encoded by the 
beam to be low pass filtered. When certain grating design criteria are saorfied [1], the spacing between the 
probing beams at z = ZR is A* = ZR C±0R S T / A M U and the Nyquist condition is satisfied for the bandlimited 
information. 
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